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Dear Investors, 
 
2016 was a year where the US market continued to outperform Asia – the S&P 500 was up 9.5% 
whereas the MSCI Asia lagged with an increase of 1.7%. The contrast is more stark when we look at 
results over the last 3 years – the S&P 500 has gained 21.1%, but the MSCI Asia Index has actually 
declined by 2.6%. Within Asia, the market segment that has been the big laggard is undoubtedly Hong 
Kong small cap stocks, with the MSCI Hong Kong Small Cap index dropping 36.2% over the last 3 years.  
With Hong Kong small cap stocks making up a substantial part of our portfolio, Lumiere Asia Value 
Fund declined 9.8% in USD terms and 7.6% in SGD terms over the past year. 
 

Year 
Lumiere Asia Value 

Fund  (SGD) 
Lumiere Asia Value 

Fund  (USD) 

Oct-Dec 2007 -5.9% -3.4% 

2008 -62.0% -61.9% 

2009 +156.7% +163.4% 

2010 +38.5% +50.8% 

2011 -22.2% -22.7% 

2012 +10.2% +15.8% 

2013 +38.7% +32.4% 

2014 -4.7% -8.6% 

2015 +11.8% +5.8% 

2016 -7.6% -9.8% 

Cumulative +48.7% +51.1% 
Fund performance is net of fees. 

 
During the year, some of the holdings that performed well include Powerlong Real Estate holdings, 
which we sold out of after the company got re-rated significantly over the past 2 years due to recovery 
in the property sector in China – the stock was up 50% in 2015 and up another 18% in 2016 by the 
time we sold out. While valuations at our exit were not rich, we had decided to switch to another 
property developer trading at 3x P/E and 10% dividend yield, or half the valuations of Powerlong. The 
company’s contract sales have grown strongly and is now 5x its market cap. We also divested our 
position in Emperor Watch after its share price appreciated 41% during the year. Despite having net 
cash of US$105 mil and watch inventories of US$410 mil (made up for Rolexes, Pateks, etc) that was 
being actively converted into cash, the company’s market cap was only US$162 mil when we invested. 
Another stock that did well was China Communications Services, which appreciated 47% during the 
year by the time we divested as their valuations have climbed to fair value.  
 
A combination of a slowing economy in China and uncertain government policy has affected some of 
our holdings in the past year. We sold out of China Singyes Solar Technologies, as unexpected delays 
by the government in paying out stipulated subsidies to the solar sector caused installation volume to 
drop. Despite having fallen by 40% by the time we divested, we were concerned about the long term 
outlook of the company brought about by the uncertain operating environment. Ju Teng and Perfect 
Shape have also declined by 35% and 50% respectively. Ju Teng’s margins have been hit by increased 
competition and low utilisation, as well as development costs incurred for new products to be 
launched in 2H16. We expect earnings to recover strongly with the launch of new products and 
improved utilisation in 2017. It now trades at 5x current year earnings and 0.4x book. Perfect Shape 
has been affected by a slowdown in consumer spending in Hong Kong causing sales to drop. However 
cash flows are still strong as they collect upfront and sales have stabilised recently. With the stock 
trading at 6.7x depressed earnings, paying a dividend yield of 12% and having net cash of more than 
half their market cap, we expect it to perform well once consumer sentiment improves.       
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General comments 
 
Long-time investors in the fund will know that our approach has always been to buy stocks at a deep 
discount to intrinsic value. The undervaluation we demand is typically 50% or more, which gives us a 
big margin of safety and attractive potential returns when the stock moves up to intrinsic value. 
Usually such investment opportunities arise when a company has undiscovered growth potential, a 
temporary setback in earnings, or is emerging from a successful business restructuring. Significant 
undervaluation could also arise if a company is operating in a sector that is out of favour. Over the last 
year, with the global economy stuck in a slow growth climate, we have been finding more 
opportunities in companies that have either had a temporary earnings setback, or is emerging from a 
successful business restructuring, or is simply operating in an unglamorous sector. Unfortunately this 
strategy has not found favour with investors in the past year. In a growth-starved world, market 
participants have been chasing up stocks with the promise of a smooth earnings growth trajectory, 
while at the same time shunning stocks that have an uncertain near term outlook even if long term 
prospects are excellent. Growth is overpriced and uncertainty severely mispriced.  
 
Many of our holdings are currently priced significantly below their intrinsic value and their stock-
market appraised value is much lower than one would normally value even a private business. At 
today’s market prices, our portfolio is trading at ex-cash P/E of 4.8x, dividend yield of 4.1%, and 
price/book of 0.95x. 56% of our holdings are in a net cash position, with net cash amounting to 54% 
of their market cap on average. In the case of some of our holdings, the company will end up having 
more cash than their market cap in 2 to 3 years’ time as these companies generate substantial 
amounts of cash each year. For instance, Playmates Toys ended 2016 with a market cap of HK$1.7 bil 
but is sitting on HK$1.05 bil in net cash, and has generated HK$1.1 bil in free cash flow between 2013-
2015. During these 3 years, it also paid out HK$480 mil in dividends. While cash generation has 
dropped in 2016 due to strong competition, 2017 will see the company roll out a new range of toys 
which should underpin an earnings recovery. Despite owning the valuable global toy franchise of the 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Playmates trades at less than 3x ex-cash P/E.  Or take the case of 
Hopefluent Group. Its market cap was HK$1.4 bil though it has net cash of HK$1.2 bil and expected 
2016 earnings of HK$230 mil. Between 2013-2015, the company also generated free cash flows of 
HK$540 mil. Despite being the leading property agency in Guangdong province with a nationwide 
footprint, and generating earnings growth over the last 2 years, the company trades at 1x ex-cash P/E. 
The chairman has spent more than HK$25 mil of his personal funds buying back shares in 2016 alone 
but that seems to have been ignored by the market.  
 
It still befuddles us as to why the market is valuing many of our holdings at such depressed levels. 
Nevertheless, we believe good sense will prevail over time and prices will eventually move up to reflect 
their true value. 
 
Company Commentary 
 
What you’re about to read should not be misconstrued as investment advice. Instead, our intention 
for devoting the entire section on company commentary is so that readers can understand the thought 
process underlying our investment philosophy.  
 
China Yuchai International 
 
China Yuchai is one of the largest engine manufacturers in China. Through its 76.4% stake in Guangxi 
Yuchai Machinery Company Limited (GYMCL), it manufactures, assembles and sells a wide array of 
light-duty, medium-duty and heavy-duty diesel engines for construction and agricultural equipment, 
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trucks, buses and cars in China. It also produces diesel power generators, which are primarily used in 
the construction and mining industries. Its engines range from diesel to natural gas and hybrid engines. 
Its main production base is in Yulin City, Guangxi Province in Southern China, which has a capacity of 
500,000 engines per year.  
 
GYMCL started life as a Chinese state-owned enterprise back in the 1950s. Singapore-based Hong 
Leong Group then invested US$20 mil into the company in 1993 and subsequently listed China Yuchai 
on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1994. In fact, Yuchai has the distinction of being the first 
Chinese engine manufacturer to be listed abroad. Today, the Yulin City Government still owns the 
remaining 23.6% of GYMCL.  
 
Today, the company has come a long way from its state-owned roots with its strong focus on research 
and development. It has demonstrated this by consistently standing at the forefront of engine 
development and was the first to produce engines meeting the National 4, National 5 and National 6 
emission standards in China. It was also one of the early movers into the production of hybrid engines 
for commercial applications.  
 
Between FY2009 to FY2014, net profits hovered between RMB628 mil and RMB1,117 mil, averaging 
RMB750 mil. However, the commercial vehicle market in China peaked in 2013 with 3.24 mil units 
sold annually. It declined 10% in 2014 to 2.9 mil units and a further 12% in 2015 to 2.55 mil units due 
to a general slowdown in the pace of China’s infrastructure build-up. During the first year of the 
slowdown in 2014, Yuchai was able to escape relatively unscathed with profits remaining stable at 
RMB700 mil. However, as the commercial vehicle market continued to deteriorate in 2015, its financial 
performance eventually took a huge hit with revenue and profits declining by 16% and 53% 
respectively.  
 
The situation was also exacerbated by the Government doling out extremely generous subsidies for 
Electric Buses to a point where some buyers of Electric Buses were able to get their buses almost free! 
The 30-40% price advantage of diesel buses thus became severely eroded as it was impossible to 
compete with free buses! A third factor affecting Yuchai’s business was the Government mandated 
migration from T2 to T3 emission standards for agricultural engines in 2016. Sale of T2 engines was 
banned but the Government continued to allow the sale of T2 powered agricultural equipment, which 
led to many of these equipment makers to buy T2 engines from smaller engine suppliers who were 
not afraid to flout regulation. Yuchai, which had already ceased production of T2 engines towards the 
end of 2015, lost significant market share in the agricultural engine space during the transition.  
 
Barraged by this confluence of negative factors, its share price dropped by almost 70% to $8.60, which 
was an 8-year low and only seen back in 2009 during the Global Financial Crisis. At such levels, it was 
trading at 6.5x its 2015 depressed earnings and 0.3x NTA. Furthermore, 75% of its market 
capitalisation was in net cash. Needless to say, EV/EBITDA valuations looked absurd at 0.5x and 
dividend yield was a mouth-watering 10%!  
 
After 2 challenging years for Yuchai, we are now starting to see some signs of a turnaround in its 
fortunes. Since mid-2016, the Electric Bus subsidy program was suspended due to rampant abuse in 
the Electric Vehicle industry, which has restored the price competitiveness of Yuchai’s diesel engines. 
Furthermore, all agricultural machinery sold from 1 Dec 2016 onwards will need to be fitted with T3 
engines. Hence, equipment makers would no longer be able to purchase T2 engines, even from the 
smaller suppliers. We expect these two key developments to bring about significant improvement to 
Yuchai’s operating performance and move it nearer to historical norms.  
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Even though Yuchai has rebounded over 50% from those trough prices, valuations are still not 
stretched at the moment. If profits were to recover to its 5-year average of RMB750m achieved 
between FY2009 and FY2014, it would be trading at just over 5x earnings, 0.5x NTA and 7% dividend 
yield. Any pump priming China decides to do to spur economic growth over the next few years will no 
doubt provide additional tailwinds for Yuchai.  
 
This is just one example of how low valuations can get for companies that trip up, albeit temporarily. 
Investors’ thirst for growth stocks and all things exciting have led to many old economy market leaders 
like Yuchai being neglected with valuations overly discounting any short-term challenges they may 
face. Your funds continued to be deployed in a diversified portfolio of such deeply undervalued 
companies run by honest hardworking management who believes in paying us a fair dividend while 
we await a normalization in their valuations.  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
As always, please feel free to let us know if you have any clarifications regarding your investment in 
the Lumiere Asia Value Fund. 
 

 

Yours truly, 

WONG Yu Liang and Victor KHOO 
 

 

 

       

Disclaimer 

The analysis and research in this publication is intended for the private use of clients and investors of 

Lumiere Capital Ltd. This publication and the contents hereof are intended for information purposes only, 

and may be subject to change without further notice. Lumiere Capital Ltd neither represent nor warrant 

the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein or as to the existence of other facts 

which might be significant, and will not accept any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any use of or 

reliance upon this publication or any of the contents hereof.  Neither this publication, nor any content 

hereof, constitute, or are to be construed as, an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any of the 

securities or investments mentioned herein. 

 


